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Meteors ‘carried DNA building blocks’
Washington

AFP-JIJI

A new analysis of carbon meteorites suggests that they likely
carried some of the building blocks needed for DNA to Earth,
according to a NASA-funded study published Monday.
The research in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences adds weight to the long-debated theory that at least
some of the materials needed to make early life forms came to our
planet via meteorites.
Scientists used advanced mass spectrometry instruments to
scan 11 organic-rich meteorites called carbonaceous chondrites
for nucleobases, which contribute to making DNA and RNA.
They found three nucleobases — purine, 6,8-diaminopurine
and 2,6-diaminopurine — that “are widely distributed in
carbonaceous chondrites” and which are “rare or absent in
terrestrial biology,” said the study.
Scientists found no significant concentrations of the trio in
soil and ice samples near where the meteorites landed, the study
said.
“Finding nucleobase compounds not typically found in Earth’s
biochemistry strongly supports an extraterrestrial origin,” said
Jim Cleaves, one of the study’s authors from the Carnegie Institute
of Washington’s Geophysical Laboratory.
“This shows us that meteorites may have been molecular
tool kits, which provided the essential building blocks for life on
Earth,” Cleaves said.

Syrian defense minister replaced
Beirut

AP

Syrian President Bashar Assad replaced his defense minister
Monday with the army chief of staff in the midst of a brutal
military crackdown on a 5-month-old uprising, the state-run
news agency said.
Gen. Ali Habib, the country’s defense minister since 2009, was
removed from his post because of health problems, the SANA
report said, but some analysts said the general was unhappy with
the crackdown.
He was replaced by Gen. Dawoud Rajha, a 64-year-old
Christian, SANA said. The agency did not say who will succeed
Rajha as chief of staff.
On Monday, the military renewed its assault on Deir el-Zour,
unleashing artillery fire on the eastern town, a day after at least
42 people were killed there. And in the southern city of Daraa,
security forces killed at least three people at a funeral, activists
said.
The bloodshed has drawn sharp condemnation from abroad,
and Arab nations joined the growing international chorus against
Assad’s regime Monday, with Bahrain, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia
recalling their ambassadors.

Mexico mum on U.S. presence at base
Mexico City

AP

The Mexican government is acknowledging that U.S. intelligence
agents operate in Mexican territory to help combat drug cartels,
but refused to discuss a report they have been posted to a base in
northern Mexico and have helped in interrogations, wiretaps and
running informant networks.
The participation of U.S. agents and the designation of a new U.S.
ambassador, Anthony Wayne, whose last posting was Afghanistan,
has raised concerns that America may view Mexico as an Afghanstyle battleground.
Mexico has already acknowledged it allows U.S. drones to
conduct nonpiloted surveillance flights over Mexican territory,
though it says it “controls” the flights; a Mexican official is present
in the drones’ control room.
The New York Times reported over the weekend that CIA agents
and former U.S. military personnel are working at a Mexican
military base, and that officials have weighed the possibility of
sending private military contractors. The use of such contractors in
Iraq and Afghanistan was marred by scandals.

DNA not linked to ’71 hijack suspect
Olympia Washington

AP

DNA testing has failed to link a new suspect in the D.B. Cooper
hijacking to a necktie that he left behind on the plane in 1971, the
FBI said Monday.
Special Agent Fred Gutt cautioned that the test does not
necessarily rule out the deceased man because investigators do not
know whether DNA on the tie is that of the hijacker. Gutt said there
are three different DNA samples on the necktie and it is not clear
where the hijacker got it.
“There are some questions about the tie itself: Was it a used tie, a
borrowed tie?” Gutt said.
Investigators compared the DNA on the tie to the DNA of
someone in the new suspect’s family, Gutt said. A woman in
Oklahoma recently came forward to say that she believes her uncle,
Lynn Doyle Cooper, was the hijacker — which she based largely on
memories from when she was 8 years old.

Libyan rebel
leader sacks
his Cabinet

Romney
dismisses
$1 million
PAC furor
Washington
THE WASHINGTON POST

Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney on Monday
dismissed criticism of a supporter who used a shell corporation to funnel $1 million to a
pro-Romney group.
The donor, former Bain Capital executive Edward Conard,
came forward to identify himself
last week after watchdog groups
began calling for federal investigations into the mysterious contribution to the Restore Our Future PAC. Conard had arranged
the contribution through a firm
called W Spann, which was created in Delaware in March and
dissolved in July with no evidence of any business activities
other than the donation.
“He came out and discussed
who he is, so there’s not much
question anymore — no controversy because he said, ‘Hey, it’s
me, and I’ve given to Mitt many
times before,’ ” Romney said when
asked about the controversy at a
stop in Concord, New Hampshire.
Later Monday, when Romney
faced additional questions from
reporters in Manchester, New
Hampshire, about the donation,
he said he believed that the controversy “disappears” now that
the donor has identified himself.
The donation to Restore Our
Future underscored the extent to
which outside donors are now
free to spend money on politics
without revealing their identity.
A 2010 Supreme Court ruling
allowed corporations to spend
unlimited amounts of money
on elections, opening the door
to contributions such as the one
from W Spann.
Romney’s views on the role of
money in politics have evolved
since the beginning of his political
career, when he suggested banning political action committees
and limiting spending and contribution sizes in federal campaigns.
In the 2008 campaign, Romney
inveighed against “hidden special
interests” and criticized the McCain-Feingold campaign-finance
law for leaving an “enormous,
gaping loophole” allowing independent political groups to spend
unlimited funds on elections.
Restore Our Future is a “super
PAC” formed by three former
Romney aides to support his
candidacy. It is unbounded by
campaign limits, raising $12 million in the first half of this year.
Under federal election rules, the
group is barred from coordinating directly with the campaign,
but Romney is free to solicit
money on its behalf.
Although the Supreme Court
ruling makes clear that companies are free to donate money to
such groups, campaign watchdogs argued that W Spann may
have violated federal laws prohibiting the use of a “straw donor” to
hide the source of a contribution.

Move made in
bid to end crisis
following top
general’s killing
Libya’s rebel leader sacked the
entire executive office of his de
facto government Monday, officials said, in an aggressive move
to end a crisis caused by the assassination of a rebel general.
Mustafa Abdel Jalil, chairman of the National Transitional
Council, dismissed several top
ministers — including those responsible for finance, defense
and information — while calling
for root-and-branch reform.
“Mr. Mustafa Abdel Jalil has
disbanded the executive office,”
spokesman Shamsiddin Abdulmolah said, adding that de facto
Prime Minister Mahmoud Jibril
will now be tasked with creating
a reformed body.
Another NTC spokesman,
Mohamed el-Kish, confirmed
the news, adding that some ministers may be reappointed, but
“a few will definitely not come
back.”
It is the latest dramatic phase
in the turmoil sparked by the assassination of Gen. Abdel-Fattah
Younis on his return to Benghazi
while under arrest in late July.
The NTC has come under fire
for its role in events leading up to
Younis’ death, as well as its handling of the aftermath.
Although details are sketchy
and still under investigation, it is
known that an arrest warrant was
signed by senior NTC executive
member Ali Essawy, raising allegations that the NTC unknowingly helped facilitate his murder.
Essawy was one of the most
visible members of the rebel
government — the interlocutor
for visiting foreign dignitaries.
The rebel defense minister,
Jallal al-Digheily — also in the
executive office — and his second in command have also been
slammed for continuing a foreign trip when news of Younis’
arrest emerged.
Since then, the council has
faced angry and sometimes violent protests from Younis’ tribe,
as well as demands for reform
from groups that were at the forefront of the Feb. 17 revolution.
Before Monday’s announcement Jalil had insisted that a
criminal investigation was under
way and promised that an internal investigation into the NTC’s
management of the crisis will not
flinch from apportioning blame.
“No one is above the law,

starting from the top of the NTC,”
he said.
El-Kish said Jalil’s decision
Monday came as a result of that
internal investigation.
The urgency of the dual
probes had only been exacerbated by pressure from Younis’
Obeidi tribesmen for quick justice and even retribution.
Since the general’s death, tribal
tensions have come to the surface
in a country where clans for decades have formed the basis for
solving disputes in the absence of
functioning judicial institutions.
But Jalil’s decision could also
fuel political tensions.
Insiders have reported frequent clashes between the NTC,
whose members were largely
Libyan-based lawyers and former members of Moammar
Gadhafi’s regime, and the executive branch, the majority of
whom were exiles.
The news could also come as
a distraction to rebel fighters who
are battling to defend their gains
in the west, in the face of an offensive by troops loyal to Gadhafi.
Rebels fighting at Zliten, about
120 km east of Tripoli, admitted
they were running low on ammunition as they struggled to hold
off an assault by loyalist forces.
Abdul Wahab Melitan, a rebel
spokesman in the port city of
Misrata, near Zliten, said proGadhafi forces launched an assault on their positions Sunday
in the Souk Telat area.
Since then, he said, four rebel
fighters had been killed and 40
wounded. “The rebels lack ammunition to advance and we
do not want to risk losing any
ground,” Melitan said.
NATO in Brussels said alliance warplanes hit eight targets
in the Zliten area Sunday — four
command and control nodes,
one military facility, a weapons
dump, an antitank weapon and
a multiple rocket launcher.
The alliance also said it hit
four targets in the area of the
eastern oil hub of Brega and five
in Tripoli, a day after a heavy
bombardment of the city.
Meanwhile, rebels held onto
Bir Ghanam early Monday, a reporter said. “The rebels are controlling the checkpoints. There
are no shots,” the journalist said,
adding that NATO warplanes
were overhead.
In Tripoli, Prime Minister
Baghdadi Mahmudi earlier told
reporters that government troops
had recaptured the town. “Life is
back to normal in Bir Ghanam,
and today it is under the full
control of the regime,” he said.
Mahmudi also condemned
the intensification of NATO
raids on Tripoli and other cities,
claiming that the alliance no longer “differentiates between civilian and military sites.”

by the tsunami to express our
solidarity and friendship.
As part of our National Plan of
Development for achieving human progress and “good living,”
we look to the future with Japan,
hand in hand. In this context,
cooperation is a key issue and
we believe we still have plenty to
do. The two countries have recognized that the fight against
poverty is a priority in our internal agendas, and it is important
to mention that we are putting
our efforts together to achieve
this goal. In addition to that, renewable energies and natural
disaster prevention are other areas of mutual interest; these top-

ics take particular importance
after the events of March and we
are hoping to learn from Japan
and apply these lessons to our
national plan.
I reiterate my best wishes for
the prosperity and good health
to His Imperial Majesty Emperor Akihito, the Imperial Family
and the honorable Japanese
government presided by H.E.
Prime Minister Naoto Kan. I
stress the decision of the national government of Ecuador and
its diplomatic mission in Tokyo
to strengthen even more the
friendly relations and cooperation that happily exist between
both nations.
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Hello, goodbye: President Barack Obama is greeted by House pages and others on Capitol Hill
prior to delivering his State of the Union speech on Jan. 25. AP

Technology edges out House pages
Washington
THE WASHINGTON POST

The House will eliminate the
teenage pages who have carried
legislators’ messages since the
First Continental Congress, as
email, smartphones and budget
woes combined to kill off a tradition older than the House itself.
The decision was announced
in a joint statement issued by
House Speaker John Boehner
and Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi. The page program, which
takes about 70 high school juniors a semester, costs more than
$5 million a year.
The blue-jacketed pages were
familiar extras in the Capitol’s
dramas: In the early days, they
tended fireplaces and delivered
cocktails to members working
late. More recently, they distributed drafts of thick legislation or
passed notes to members on the
House floor.
But now, files move as attachments. Notes buzz on iPhones.
So leaders decided that the pages
were “no longer essential to the
smooth functioning of the House.”
“After careful consideration,”
Boehner and Pelosi wrote to
members, “we have determined
that the page program should be
terminated at the conclusion of
the current summer term.”

The Senate will continue to
use pages. But the House program — which had been tarnished by two sex scandals in recent decades — was still mourned by Capitol old-timers, who
said it brought earnestness and
young people into a place with a
permanent shortage of both.
“What? What . . . are they doing?” said Raymond Smock, a former House historian who is director of the Robert C. Byrd Center
for Legislative Studies at Shepherd University in West Virginia.
“This is a diminishing of the kind
of institutional glue that makes it
possible for that place to be civil.
“If you have to be civil to the
pages and if you have to treat
them decently,” then members
feel more inclined to be civil to
each other, Smock added.
The House’s last class of pages
finished their work Friday. This
summer, as usual, their days began about 7 a.m., in classrooms
in the attic of a Library of Congress building. After two hours
of school, they walked through a
tunnel into the Capitol, dropped
bags off in a room called “the
page cage” and waited for orders
from the House floor.
Pages made $1,804.83 a
month, minus taxes and a 35 percent room and board fee. Boehner and Pelosi said the program

cost the House about $69,000 to
$80,000 per page per school year;
their note does not spell out who
will now deliver messages and
packages.
The program was eliminated at
a time when the GOP-led House
is seeking to make itself a model
for a smaller, more efficient federal government.
“I can see the logic,” said Jerry
Papazian, a California consultant
who heads the page alumni association. “I’m still sad about it.
It’s too bad.” He said technology does much of the work he
did as a page in 1971 and 1972.
“In some ways, I’m surprised it
didn’t happen earlier.”
The House’s page program
has been at the center of two sex
scandals as lawmakers were accused of abusing the teenagers
in the chamber’s care.
In 1983, Reps. Gerry Studds
and Daniel Crane were censured
for having sex with pages in
separate incidents. In 2006, Rep.
Mark Foley resigned after reports
that he sent inappropriate messages to House pages. Afterward,
leaders pledged to improve oversight of the page program.
House pages trace their roots
to two men selected to be “doorkeepers and messengers” to the
First Continental Congress in
1774.

Ecuador independence day
Strengthening cooperation, friendly relations for Pacific partners
Javier Ponce Leiva
AMBASSADOR OF ECUADOR

On Aug. 10, 2011, Ecuador commemorates 202 years of its independence. On
this special day
for my country,
as ambassador
of Ecuador it is
a privilege to
greet the noble
Japanese people
and my fellow
Ecuadorian compatriots living
in Japan.
Ecuador, an Amazonian and
Andean country, is a multiethnic and multicultural nation
located in the center of the
world. Its coasts are bordered by
the Pacific Ocean, which not
only cradles the beautiful
beaches but also promoted navigation, contact and commerce
with Japan for over a century.
Ecuador traces its origins back
to 20,000 B.C. Since the 16th
century, the immigration from
Spain, as well as from Africa
and Asia, among others, have

contributed to the formation
and consolidation of the Ecuadorian multiethnic and multicultural society.
Nature has been generous
with Ecuador. In just 256,370 sq.
km, the territory lodges a splendid biodiversity, one of the richest on the planet. In four geographic areas distributed in the
Sierra, Amazon, Coast and Insular (Galápagos) regions, it
contains a numerous and exotic
display of native species and endemic fauna and flora. Glaciers,
mountains and surrounding
valleys are of extreme beauty,
being the reason why the country interests and attracts tourists
and scientists from all latitudes.
The cultural development of
the pre-Columbian communities
was astonishing. The Valdivia
produced the first ceramics of
America (3500-1800 B.C.), and the
pottery techniques and aesthetics
are notable in the Chorrera (1500500 B.C.) and Jama Coaque (500
B.C.-A.D. 1531) cultures, while the
metalwork was highly developed
in La Tolita (600 B.C.-A.D. 400),

which smelted platinum with
technology not yet determined.
As a result of the mix of races
and the cultural syncretism existing since the mid-16th century, and under indigenous,
Spanish, Italian, Flemish and
Moorish influences, the city of
Quito developed a wide, prolific
artistic production. In these artistic and architectural movements, there is a harmonious
combination of the American
and the European, a phenomenon that put the Ecuadorian
capital together with the city of
Krakow, Poland, in 1975 as the
first cities to be listed on UNESCO’s World Heritage List. Some
years later, the city of Cuenca, in
the south of the country, received a similar distinction. Last
February in Shinjuku, we organized an exhibition on Quito
and Cuenca, which was visited
by many Japanese friends.
Ecuador maintains relations
with most countries and
through a citizen diplomacy for
human development and an active participation in internation-

al and regional forums, promoting international integration as
a mechanism of cooperation
and solidarity as a mean of collectively achieving the “sumak
kausai,” a Quechua term for
“good living.”
The political constitution, approved through the initiative of
President Rafael Correa, consecrates Ecuador as a territory of
peace; forbids the development
and use of weapons of mass destruction; and prohibits the existence of foreign military installations in its territory. In relation
to the rights of the immigrants
and their families, the promotion of the universal citizenship
and the free movement of all
persons around the world are
basic elements of Ecuadorian
foreign policy. For The YasuníITT Project — located in the national park of the same name
that was declared by UNESCO
as a part of the World Network of
Biosphere Reserves — the government is promoting a project
to forgo 846 million barrels of
underground petroleum, 20 per-

cent of the proved reserves of
the country (equaling the emission of 407 tons of carbon dioxide). This is a contribution by
Ecuador to the conservation of
biodiversity, the mitigation of
climate change and the promotion of an equitable and sustainable development of the country.
In the bilateral field, the relations between Ecuador and Japan have been mainly characterized by the political dialogue
and the commercial exchange
of machinery and other industrial products, such as petroleum, flowers, bananas, coffee,
cacao, Manila hemp, fruits, juices and fruit conserves, fish
flour, tuna and sea products,
among others.
In addition to that, Ecuador
and Japan share much more in
terms of geographical composition and natural phenomena.
Both countries are volcanic; it’s
simply outstanding how similar
Mount Fuji and the Ecuadorian
Cotopaxi Mountain are. On the
other hand, the two countries
have a seismic background that

has been enhanced by the natural disasters they have both experienced. Not only that, but
there is also coincidence in the
effects of El Niño, volcanic eruptions, among others.
Besides this, nature has given
a special gift to both countries
and it is something our people
highly enjoy: “onsen” (natural
hot springs). People all over Ecuador, and foreigners as well,
visit them not only for touristic
purposes but also for health
matters. Natural hot springs are
believed to have healing powers.
For Ecuador and its people,
solidarity is one of the main
characteristics and this is exactly what we wanted to show to
Japan after the earthquake of
March 11. Many demonstrations
of sympathy were carried out by
Ecuadorians inside and outside
the national territory. Donations
from private institutions, as well
as citizens privately, were channeled mainly through the Ecuadorian Red Cross. The members
of my embassy traveled on two
occasions to the areas affected
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